
A monthly summary of the crop conditions
and precipitation during the growing seasons of

all the spices we offer from different parts of the
world where they are at its best.
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SPICES MARKET OVERVIEW

HARVESTING SEASONS OF MAJOR CROPS
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Turmeric  

Fennel 
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Ajowain 

through out the year are perennial crops which are available year round
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��NUTMEG�OIL
The season is expected to start by the first week of May. Presently good quality RM availability is low in the 
market, which may affect the yield of the RM Current Oil prices are showing an upward trend.

��CARDAMOM
The auctions have been stopped in April due to Pandemic issues and RM prices have slide down.
Auction is expected to start only a�er lockdown period and RM prices are expected to remain on lower 
side till then. Export demands for Cardamom has started, and hence the prices are expected to go up in 
medium term.
Currently oil prices are on lower side  

��CYPRIOL�OIL�
The production has not started due to pandemic issues. Few stocks are available with traders, Oil prices 
have shown an upward trend.

��TURMERIC�OIL�
Harvesting is almost complete in the major growing areas.
Oil prices are almost steady. 
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��LEMONGRASS�OIL
Prices are showing an upward trend, as there is demand in the market.  

��PALMAROSA�OIL
Production of oil has not started due to lock down, there is demand in the market and hence there is a slight 
upward trend in the prices.

��CITRONELLA�OIL
Production of oil has not started due to lock down, Prices are steady now due to very low demand.

��GINGER�GRASS�OIL
Prices are almost steady.

��HOLY�BASIL�OIL
Season is over and Limited stocks are available in market.
Prices are steady now.

��GINGER�OIL
Dried ginger is available in good quantities and hence RM prices are on lower side. Demand for Oil is up, 
and prices are showing a slight upward trend.

��CLOVE�BUD�OIL
Imported oil is available in market.
Oil Prices are stable.

��VETIVER�OIL
The harvest is going on and will continue till June. As there was a break due to curved 19. So, harvest is 
delayed for one month. Prices are steady now due to very low export demand. 

��CUMIN�SEED�OIL
Harvest is complete. Due to lock down stocks has been held up with farmers.
Oil Prices are steady currently
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��FENNEL�OIL
Harvest is complete. Due to lock down stocks has been held up with farmers.
Oil Prices are steady currently

��AJOWAN�SEED�OIL
New crop arrival is available in the market.
Currently oil prices are at lower level.

��DILL�SEED�OIL
Harvest is complete. Due to lock down stocks has been held up with farmers.
Oil Prices are steady currently

Disclaimer : Please note some of the information and images used have been taken from other sources. 


